SDMC Minutes
September 20, 2018


Minutes:
Meeting was called to order by Ms. Carter at 4:00 pm. Ms. Carter shared copies of the School Improvement Plan (SIP) and the campus Targeted Improvement Plan (TIP). Going through these two documents took up most of the meeting. The principal shared how the two documents aligned and how using the data it was crafted. She shared the data points that she wanted to meet for this school year and the pathway forward based on current students’ growth abilities. Ms. Carter shared that she crafted the TIP with the assistance of our campus Effective Schools Framework Specialist (ESFS), Ms. Patricia Russo, whom the team had the opportunity to meet last Wednesday.

Teachers asked about some of the activities listed in the SIP and the TIP. Ms. Carter explained and shared that much of the upcoming expectations would be shared in PLC and/or faculty meetings. Ms. Carter also shared the timelines on those things upcoming and that she would share with leadership as well.

No other questions were asked. The budget was reviewed for the campus and plans to cover any shortfall that may occur if projections aren’t met by the PEIMS deadline.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:35 pm.